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DECAY RATES OF FOURIER TRANSFORMS OF CURVES

B. P. MARSHALL

ABSTRACT. Let dp: be a smooth measure on a nondegenerate curve in R".

This paper examines the decay rate of spherical averages of its Fourier trans-

form dp. Thus estimates of the following form are considered:

( f mswdtj   <cr-°\\f\\

where Er = {£ 6 Rn:|£l = r}.

Let a be a Cn curve in R" parametrized by Euclidean arclength (|a'(i)| = 1).

If / is a function defined on the curve a then let F be the Fourier transform of

f dt considered as a measure on R":F(£) = f exp(-it; ■ a(t))f(t)dt. This paper

considers the averages of F over spheres Er = {£ E R": |£| = r} of radius r in R".

Specifically we look for estimates of the form

(1) (J   |F(0lP^)   P <Cr—ll/H    forallr>0

where a depends on p and ||/|| is usually ||/||i + ||/'||i, the norm of L\.

This is closely related to the problem of restricting the Fourier transform of

functions to curves. In this case one obtains estimates of the form

(2) [j\g(a(tWdt}   " <Cp,q\\g]\L*(*.-y

This problem for nondegenerate compact curves was resolved by Drury in [2]. Ear-

lier results on this problem include [11, 9, and 1]. For degenerate compact curves

the problem was studied by S. Drury and the author in [3 and 4]. The results are

complete for curves parametrized by Euclidean arclength but for those parametrized

by affine arclength certain "end point" results remain open. The inequality dual to

(2) is

l|F|Up-(Rn)<Cp,,||/||,<.

The inequality (1) is a mixed norm estimate of similar form.

If in (1) the curve a were replaced by an (n — l)-dimensional surface then F(£)

has an asymptotic expansion similar to that of the Bessel functions and an estimate

of the type (1) is easily obtained. For surfaces with nonvanishing curvature this

asymptotic expansion was obtained by Hlawka [6].   In this case a = (n - l)/2.
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Estimates for surfaces with vanishing curvature were studied by Littmann [7] and

by the author in [8].

Unlike the case of nondegenerate surfaces, when a is a curve the decay rate of F

changes dramatically with the direction £/|£|. An interesting consequence of this is

that there are critical values of p at which the behavior of the decay rate a changes.

For small values of p however the curvature of a is unimportant:

THEOREM 1. If a is a compact C1 curve in R" parametrized by Euclidean arc

length then

(/e  |F(OI2^)      < O-^ll/lloo,        r>l,

where F(f) = /exp(-if ■ a(t))f(t)dt.

PROOF. Let £ = rt;' where |f | = r. Then

f     \F(0\2df'=[      f    f   f(ty)f(t2)e-^<a^-a^dtydt2
JT.T JT.r JO   JO

= /    /   f(ti)f{t2) , ,   ,   .—  ,   ...    dtydt2
Jo Jo (r\a{ty) - a(t2)])v

where «/„ is the Bessel function of order i> =  (n — 2)/2.    Since \s~1/Jl/(s)]  <

Cs-"-1/2 = Cs-("-x)/2 then

/   |F(0|2d£< /' I \f(ty)7W)]C(l + r]a(ty)-a(t2)])-^-^'2dtydt2
J-£r JO   JO

<C|I/IIL   /'   f(I+r]ty-t2])-^'2dtydt2
Jo JO

= G\[f[\l0r-\

This proves Theorem 1.

A curve a is called nondegenerate if the function det(a^',..., a^) is bounded

and bounded away from zero, where the derivatives of a have been written as

columns of the matrix. In fact it will be convenient to reparametrize a so that

det(a^\...,«("') = 1. The curve is then said to be parametrized by affine arc-

length. For nondegenerate curves this is equivalent to Euclidean arclength (|a'| and

|a'|_1 are bounded).

THEOREM 2. Let a be a compact nondegenerate Cn curve in R" parametrized

by Euclidean arclength.  Then

(f   |F(OIP^)   P<Gr-CT(||/||1 + ||/'||i),        r>l,

where

(i) for n = 2, a = \,

(ii) for n = 3,

(| for p < 4,

"I 5 + &    for4<p<oo,
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(iii) for n = 4,

(27^37 + 1^ /or2<p<2n-4,

° = |   r^T + Jn*TJp for2n-4<p<3n-o,

M- + — for 3n - 5 < p < oo,K   n       np J r —       ,

when p = 3n - 5, r~° = r~3/p is replaced by r-3/p(l + logr)1^.

The estimate (i) is of course well known (for example, [5 and 6]). Since the

calculations use only high order derivatives of ip(s) = a(s) ■ t;, it should be possible to

improve a in the estimates of (iii) when n > 5, especially in the range 2 < p < 2n—4.

PROOF. Assume that a is parametrized so that

(3) det(a<1>f»,...,a<w>(»)3l.

Let E be the column "vector" whose components are et, the unit vectors along the

coordinate axes. Define formally

(4) vJ(s) = (-iy+1det(E,a^Hs),...,'a^(s~),...,a^(s))

where the caret denotes that the column corresponding to o/J' is omitted. If the

determinant is expanded in cofactors down the first column then Vj is written as

a linear combination of the vectors e,. If n = 3 then Vj is a cross product; for

example, vy = a'2) x a'3'. In general since a is parametrized by affine arclength

then {vj} is the dual basis for {a^>}. That is,

«,(.)■««(.)««,* = {*'    '="'
10,    j tk.

A vector tf, E Rn will be written in terms of the coordinates (p, so, ny,..., r]n-2)

where

n-2

(5) ^ = p(vn(s0) + ^2vjVj(so))-

3=1

The Jacobian for the change of coordinates from (p,..., r/n-2) to (£1,..., £n) is

D = det(v„ + Y,njVj,p(vn + Etfrv,-),pvy,...,p- i>n_2)

(6) = pn-x det(vn,vn + Y,njVj,vy,...,vn-2).

But differentiating (4) and ignoring terms with duplicated columns gives

61 =det(F,a<2\...,t^"\a(n+1>),

Vj = -Vj-y + (-1)3+1 det(E, a^\... ,"3^, ... )3">, a("+i)),        1< j < n,

and vn = -vn-y. If a'"+1' = ^c-ja^ then differentiating (3) shows that cn = 0.

Hence vy = —cyvn and Vj = —Vj-y — CjVn. Thus only vn has a nonzero coefficient

in vn-y- Substituting in (6) gives

(7) L> = pn_1det(r;n,-t)n_i,?;1,...,wn_2) = p"-1 det(v1:... ,vn).

Differentiating shows that det(t>i,..., vn) is a constant.
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Consider the part of the curve near q(0). The decay of F(£) will be slowest in

the directions ±vn(0), which are normal to the osculating plane at a(0). Define

T' = {f:\vn(0)-t:\>(l-£y)\vn(0)\\t:\}

where £y is small enough that the change of coordinates given in (5) is one-to-one

in T'. Let £o be so small that

(8) \vn(s) - vn(0)\ < (.01)/(3|a<n»(0)|)    for |s| < e0

and

(9) |«<n>0) - "(n)(0)l < (.01)/(3|t;n(0)|)    for |*| < e0.

Define T to be the part of T' where |sq I < £o- R" — T can be written as a finite

disjoint union of cones 1^ such that for each cone there exists £j > 0, Cj > 0, and

k = k(j) < n such that

\a{k)(s) ■ f\ > Cj\f\    for |s| < £3 and £ E Tj.

In addition suppose that £j and Tj are small enough that the change of coordinates

(5) is one-to-one in Tj, and for a fixed £ ^ 0 in Tj with p(£j) = 1,

\a{k)(s) ■ tl - p(Z)Aj\ < (.01)A3    for |s| < £j and e E Tj

where Aj = a(fc'(0) • £,. Let 0 < £ < eq and £ < Ej for all j. By using a partition

of unity we may assume that / is supported in (—e/2, e/2).

Let ip(s) = a(s) ■ £. Suppose that £ is written in the form (5). Then

^kHs0) = pUkHs0) ■ vn(s0) + J2 Vj^k)M ■ v(so))
\ j=l '

= P ( 8kn + ^2 rifSJk )'        k=l,...,n.
^ j=y '

Hence Taylor's theorem with remainder gives

n-k-1

<pW(s)=   J2   PVj+k(s-s0y/j\ + pE(s-so)n-k/(n-k)\

j=o

where E is <p^/p evaluated at some point between s0 and s.   Since s will be

restricted to the interval |s| < £, the conditions (8) and (9) imply that

M")(s) - p\ ]a^(s) ■ vn(s0) - a(n)(0) ■ vn(0)\ < p(.01)    for f E T.

Consequently E is between .99 and 1.01. The dependence of E on s, so and k will

be suppressed and E may change from one occurrence to the next.

If

I(t)= f e-^a{s)ds
Jo

then

(10) F(0 = f e-*aMf{t) dt = - f I(t)f'(t) dt
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since / is supported in (—e,e). This fixes our attention on the integral I(t). The

following form of van der Corput's lemma will be used to estimate I(t): if [gW (s)] >

X>0iora<s<b then

fb
/   exp{ig(s)}dx  <CnX-1/n

Ja

where Cn is a constant depending only on n. The cases n = 1 and n = 2 can be

found in [10] and the general case is proved by induction in the same way.

It will be convenient in the proof to extend tp so that it is defined on all R in such

a way that tp is unchanged on (—e,e) and <p^(s) is between p(.99) and p(1.01) for

all x E R. This extension will naturally depend on tl, but will not affect I(t) in the

support of /.

The case n = 3. Let £ E T. Then £ depends on p, s0 and ny. We may

assume that £ ■ vn(0) > 0. Different bounds will be obtained for I(t) when riy is

in each of the following three regions: Ry = (p~2f3,oo), R2 = (-oo, -p~2/3), and

R3 = (-,,-2/3^-2/3)   These bounds are obtained in (11), (12) and (13) below.

When n = 3

tp'(s) = a'(s) .f = pny+ PE(s - s0)2 /2.

If rjy > 0 then tp' has no zero and tp'(s) > pny. Therefore van der Corput's lemma

gives

(11) ]I(t)\<C(p\r,y\)-1.

If ny < 0 then the zeros of tp' are at z = so ± \J—2ny/E. Let Jy and J2 be the

two intervals of length 8 = p_1^2|'7i|_1/4/3 centered at the zeros of tp'. Note that

8 < \z - so|/4 if ny E R2. Since <p"(s) = pE(s - s0) then \<p"(s)] > cp]ny]1/2 for

s E Jy U J2. Therefore

\<p'(s)\ > l(cp]vi]1/2) = c'p1/2M1/4    for si Jy U J2.

Now van der Corput's lemma implies that

1/(01=/"        +/ ^IJiUJsl+Ctmin^'l)-1
JJ,UJ2 J(J,UJ2)C

(12) <Cp-ll2]ny\-1'i    iornyERs.

Also <p'" = pE> (.99)p implies that

(13) ]I(t)]<Cp-1'3.

Now we integrate \F(tl)\p over T n Er = T D {\tl\ = r}. Equation (7) shows that

{P,so,ny) is comparable to polar coordinates. Also p is equivalent to r. Therefore

by (10)

/      |F(Olp^<c/||/'||?||/(t)||SodaodT/i
^Ernr J
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where ||/(£)||oo = sup{|/(i)|: \t\ < e}.   Note that s0 and ny are restricted to a

bounded set B and the estimates for I(t) are independent of sq- Therefore

I       |F(£)|pd£

(14) <C]]f']\Py{f       (r\r1\ypdr, + f       r-p/2\r,\-p/4dr, + f   r~pl3dr,}
UR,nB JR2nB Jr3 )

<C\\f']]Vy(r-l'2+r-1/3-2l3pY.

If £o ^ T then £0 belongs to some cone Tj such that la^^s) ■ £| > c|£| or

|a'2^(s) • £| > c|£| for all |s| < e and £ E Tj. For these two cases van der Corput's

lemma implies that \I(t)\ < C^l"1 = Cr'1 or \I(t)\ < Cr'1/2. Thus the integral

of |F|P over Er n T is dominated by the right-hand side of (14). Therefore

(^  \F(fWdfyP<C\\ai(r-1/2 + r-1'3-V3p)-

The case n > 4. Let £ E T. By construction s0 is the sole root of tp(n~1'>. If

tp(n-2\so) = pr,n-2 < 0 then tp(n~2) has two real roots ty and t2. Order these

roots so that ]<p{n~3)(ty)\ < \tp^n~3\t2)\. Define /? = tp{n-3)(ty).

Although £ depends on p,so,r,y,... ,nn-2 the estimates obtained for I(t) will

involve only p,n = r,n-2, f = r,n-3- The (n, c) = (r,n-2,r,n-3) plane will be divided

into five regions as follows:

Ri = {n > 0, |f| < ]r,]3'2, r, > 100p~2/n} U{n<0,2|f | < |r,|3/2, \r,\ > 100p~2/n},

R2 = {]v\3/2<\c],\c]>1000p-3/n},

R3 = {r,< 0,/rVr-1 < \v\{n-3)/2, M > lOOp'2/"},

R4 = {V< 0, p'Wr1 > M("-3)/2, |r?|3/2/2 < |f| < ]r,]3'2, ]n] > 100p"2/"},

R5 = {|^| < 100p"2/n, |f | < 1000p~3/n}.

The following estimates will be obtained for I(t) :

(15) |/(<)|<C(pM)-1/("-2», (r},c)ERy,

(16) |/(0l<C(p|f|2/3))-1/("-2), (r),<)ER2,

(17) ]I(t)\<C(p\V\1/2r1/{n-1), (r,,c)ER3,

(18) |/(t)| < C(p|77|1/4|/?|1/2)-1/("-2), fo, c) E R4,

(19) \I(t)\<Cp'l'n, (n,c)ERh.

Consider r, = r,n-2 > 0. In this case

tp^-2Hs) = pn + pE(s-so)2/2

has no real zeros and ip(n~2'(s) > pn. This implies that

(20) |/(t)| < C(pv)-1/{n-2)

for |£| <£, £ E T. This proves (15) for the region Ry n {r, > 0}.

Now suppose that r, < 0. Since <p(n_2'(s0) = pr, < 0 and tp^ > 0 then <p("-3)

can have three zeros.   In fact £>("~3> has three zeros if and only if the values of
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tp(n-3) at tke zeros 0f ^(«-2) ^ave opposite signs. The zeros of tp(n~2\ ty and t2,

are at tj = so ± \J—2r,/E and the values of <p(n~3) at these points are

^-3)fe)=pf±V/||r?r^l-^.

Let £1 > i2 and define 6j = 6j(£) > 0 so that

(21) P(w-s)(ti) = rtf±Mtol1/3)-

Since 0.99 < F < 1.01 then .92 < 6, < .96.
If (r?,f) € /?i n {ry  < 0} then |f|  <  (.50)|r?|3/2  <  (.55)6J|r?|3/2.    Therefore

tp{n~3)(ty)tp(n-3\t2) < 0 and tp(n~3) has three zeros. Also

(22) b(n-3)fe)l > rt&iM3/a - kl) > M-42)|r/|3/2.

Let 2 be one of the zeros of tp^n~3\ Choose tz to be either ty or t2 so that t3 - so

and z — so have the same sign. Since tp^n~3^(z) = tp^n~2^(t3) = V^n-1H8o) = 0

then

|^("-3)(j3)| = \f3fSf <pW(u)dudtds
\Jz      Jt3   J So

<p(1.01)   /     /   (t-s0)dtds
\Jz     Jt3

(23) = p(1.01)|i3 - z]2](z - so) + 2(t3 - s0)\/0.

Since \(z - s0) + 2(t3 - s0)\ < 2.80\n\x/2 then (22) and (23) imply that \t3 - z\ >

(.93)\V\1/2-

For each zero Zj of <p^n  3) let Jj be the interval of length 8 = (pn)  1^n  2'/4

centered at Zj. For (n,c) E Ry D {»? > 0},

^<|r?r/2/4<(.27)|«3-2|.

If <3 - so and z - so have the same sign and s e Jj (z) then

\f{n-2)(s)\ = \fS f v{n)(u)dudt  >(.49)p|*3-a||(5-*o) + (t3-«o)|
\Jt3   J So

> (A9)P{(.93)\r,\y2 - \v\1/2/8}\h - s0\ > (.55)p|t,|.

As a result, outside (j Jj,

|^"-3'(s)| > (.of>)p]n\(8/2) > C(p|r?|)("-3)/("-2).

Consequently, for (n, f) E RyC\{r, < 0}

\I(t)\<   f     +[ <| M^■|+C(min|^B-3)|)-1/(B-3'
jc\j,   hruiY

(24) <C(p]n])-ll(n-2).

This proves (15).

If (77, f) E R2 then

|f|2 > \n]3 > (.96)2|r,|3.
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Therefore p^n~3^ has only one real zero by (21). Suppose first that r, < 0. Then

£>("-3) has either a positive local minimum or a negative local maximum. Since

the two cases are similar we will assume that tp^n~3^ has a positive local minimum.

This occurs at the point ty = sq + \/2\r,\/E.

We will split up the integral into two parts by considering separately the integrals

Iy(t) and I2(t) over the segments Uy = {s < t2} and U2 = {s > t2}:

Ij(t) =  /   exp(-i<p(s)) ds    iortEUj.
Jti

The function ^?(™~3) has one zero in Uy. Call it z. Let J be the interval centered

at z of length 8 = (pf)-1/(n_2)/10. Since (r?,f) E R2, 8 < |f|1/3/10. Because

tp^n-3\z) = pc + pn(z - s0) + PE(z - sof/0 = 0

and n(z — sq) > 0 then

(s0-z)3>6|f|/F>(5.9)|f|.

Use J then |s0 - s\ > \s0 - z\ - \s - z\ > ((5.9)1/3 - l/20)\c\1/3 > (1.75)|f I1/3.
Therefore S EJ

tp^-2\s) = pr,+ PE(s - so)2 > p((.99)(l.lh)2 - l)\c\2'3 > 2p|f|2/3.

Hence for s ^ J

\<P{n-3)(s)\ > (2p]c\2'3)(8/2) = C(p|f|2/3)("-3)/("-2'.

Consequently,

(25) \h(t)\ < |J|+min|^n-3)|-1/("'3) <C(p|f|2/3)-1/(n-2).

Since tp^n~3"> has its local minimum at ty then (21) shows that for s G U2

b<"-3»(s)|>p(l-(.96))|f| = (.04)p|f|.

Therefore

i/2wi<c(pifiri/("-3).

Using the fact that f > p~3ln shows that the right-hand side is dominated by the

same term as in (25). These estimates combine to produce a bound for I(t); for

example, if 0 < t2 <t then

|/(0l<|/i(0)| + |/2WI<G(p|f|2/3)-1/("-2).

This proves the estimate (16) subject to the condition that r, < 0. If on the other

hand r, > 0 then tp(n~3) would not have a local minimum and the entire integral

I(t) could be treated as Iy(t). This gives the same bound.

Estimates (17) and (19) in R3 and R4 deal with the case where the value of £>(™-3)

is small at its local minimum. We assume again that t2 < ty and |^n~3'(*i)l ^

b(n_3)(*2)|- The case where \p{n-3)(t2)\ < |^("-3)(*i)| is similar. Define (3 =

tp(n-3~>(ty)/p and let w be the other zero of £>(n-3)(s) - pf3. Since tp(n-3\s) - p(3

has a double zero at ty then

(26) ^n-3\s) = (s-ty)2ij(s)/0 + p{l
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where ip(s) = 3tp(-n~1^(ty) + pE(s-ty) has a zero at w. We consider separately the

two regions Uy = {s < t2} and U2 = {s > t2}. In R3UR4, \\n]3/2 < |f| < \r,]3/2.

Hence by (21), tp^n~3S>(t2) > 0. In U2, tp(n~3) has either no zeros, one zero or two

zeros depending on the sign of /?. Suppose there are two zeros Zy and z2.

Equation (21) also implies that

(27) ]P] < i|7?|3/2 < |f|

for (r,,c) E R3UR4. Since

]<Pin-3)(ti)\ = \pP]<\ps\ = <Pin-3)(so)

then <p(n-3'(so) must be positive and

(28) ]z]-ty\<\s0-ty\<(1.43)]r,]1/2.

Hence

ip(Zj) = 3pE(ty - S0) + pE(Zj - ty)

is between (2.8)p|r/|1/2 and (5.8)^|r7|x/2. By (26), ]Zj -ty\ = y/-0pL3/ip(zj). Now

(29) (l.Ol)!/?!1/2^!"1/4 < \zj -ty\< (lAl)^]1'2]^]-114.

Also, (27) implies that

(30) ]zj -ty]< (1.47)\n\1/2/V2 < (1.04)\r,\^2 < (.74)]s0 - h\.

Let Jy and J2 be the two intervals of length 26 centered at zy and z2, the zeros

of <p(n~3l For (r/,f) E R3 we will take 8 = (1.5)(p|r?|1/2)-1/(«-i). Then using

P2|pT-1 < |r?|(n-3'/2 and (29) gives

(31) 8 = (l.S)^!1/2)-1^"-1) > (lA^pf^M1/4 > ]Zj - ty\.

This means that the two intervals Jy and J2 overlap. Also, in R3, p|r7|n/2 > 10"

implies that

(32) 6 = (1.5)(p|r7|1/2)-1/("-1) < (.02)\r,\1/2 < (.02)\ty - s0\.

Thus the interval Jy U J2 lies inside U2.

When (r,,c) E R4 we take 6 = (/9|/?|1/2|r?|i/4)-i/(n-2)/4   Then by p2|/3|n-2 >

|r/|(«-3)/2 and (29^

(33) 5<i(1.01)|^|1/2|r7|-1/4<i|^-t1|.

In this case the two intervals Jy and J2 are disjoint.

First we consider the region R3. The minimum value of |<p("~3)| in U2 - Jy U

J2 will occur at one of the two endpoints of Jy U J2. Suppose that Jy U J2 =

[ty - a, ty + a]. Consider

(34) ^(n_3)(*i ±a) = tp{n~3)(ty) + tp^n-1\ty)a2/2 ± pEa3/0.

Since a < 26 then by (32) the last term is dominated by (.03)p|r7|1/2^2.  On the

other hand by (31),

]tp(n-V(ty)a2/2] = p\E(ty - so)\a2/2 > p(.09)\r,]1'262 > (1.49)p\0\.
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Therefore since the first term of (34) equals 0,

]^~3\ty±a)] > {^(-69) - (-03)} ]r,]"282

> (.19)]n\1'262 > (.^(l.o)^]1'2)-1'^^]^1'2.

Since p\r,\n/2 > (10)" this shows that the minimum of |p("-3)| in (Jy U J2)c n U2

is bounded below by c(p|r?|1//2)("-3)/("-1). Consequently

(35) |/(0I < l^i U Jsl+minl^^-3^-1/^-3) < C(Hr?|1/2)-1/(n_1).

If (n, f) E R4 then Jy U J2 has four endpoints to be considered. In this case, the

first term of

(36) tp(n-3)(z0±6) = tp(n-2\z3)8 + tp^-l\z])82l2 + pE83/0

will turn out to be dominant. For this first term

M"-2>(^)<5| = 6\<p^-V(ty)(Zj - ty) + \PE(Zj - ty)2]

>8p\zJ-ty\(]E(ty-So)]-\]E(zJ-ty)\)

> (.01)8p\Zj — ty] \ty — So|

by (30). Also inequalities (30) and (33) show that the other two terms are small:

p]E(z]-so)82/2 + E83/0]

<Sp(^\Zj-ty\^^(\Zj-ty\ + \ty-So\) + ^(j\Zj-ty\^

<(.23)6p\z,-ty\\ty-So\.

As a result, by (29)

\<p^-3Hzj ± 8)] > (.61 - .23)(p|/?|1/2|r7|1/4)-1/<"-2>p(1.01)|/3|1/2|r7|-1/4v/2Rl7E

^c^i/?!1/2!/?!1/4)'"-3'/'"-2).

Therefore as in (35)

(37) |/(0| <45 + min|^("-3)r1/("-3) < C(p|/3|1/2|r7|1/4)-1/("-2).

Estimates (17) and (18) have now been verified for the case where 0 < 0 and /

is restricted to U2. If j3 > 0 then the argument leading to (36) still holds since the

zeros Zj were not used. If /? > 0 and (r,, c) E R4 then we use the fact that £>("~3'

has a local minimum at ty. Now for t EU2

i*>(n-3)(oi > \<pln~3)(ti)\=p\P\ > (H/3r/2i^il/4){n_3)/(n_2)-

The last inequality holds because in R4, p2]0\ > |r/|'"-3^2. This completes the case

/? > 0. The analysis of I(t) in the region Uy is entirely similar. The only difference

is that the corresponding value of /? is larger, giving a better estimate in (37).

Estimate (19) is a simple consequence of van der Corput's lemma using the fact

that \<pW\ > (.99)p.
As in the three-dimensional case the object now is to calculate the integral of

l|/(*)ll§o = sup{|/(0lp: |*| < e} over T n {|£| = r}.   This means integrating with
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respect to so,r,y,... ,r?n-2- Because estimates (15)-(19) depend only on (r,,c) =

(Wn-2,Vn-3) this reduces to a double integral. In addition since many parts of the

regions are similar we need only consider the reduced regions R'y = Ry n {r, > 0},

R'2 = R2f]{c> 0}, R'3 = R3D{0> 0}, R'4 = R4 n {/? > 0}, and R'5 = R5. Now

I   ]]I]]lo<C T(p]v]rp/(n-2Mri]3,2dr,,
J R[ Ja,

I \nio<c f(p]^]2i3)-p,(n~2)m2'3dc,
JR'2 Ja2

I ll/IISo<c f(pWi2)-p^-l\p-2i^M(n-3),2{n-l))dv,
JR'3 Ja,

I   l|/|ISo < C f r4(p|r,|1/4|/3|1/2)-p/("-2)d^dr?,
JR'4 Ja, Ja3

f ii/ii^ <cp-p'np-2'nP-3'n,

where 0l = 100/T2/", a2 = lOOOp"3/", a3 = /,-2/(n-i)|r?|(n-3)/i(n-i)j fl4 _

2|r/|3/r2. Some further explanation is needed to explain the integrals over R'3 and

R'4. Recall that

p("-3)(s) = Pc + pr,(s - s0) + PE(s - sof/0

and 0 is the minimum value of |^>("_3'| at the points where tp(n~2) = 0. Therefore

for fixed r,, 0 is a piecewise linear function of f with derivative ±1. Consequently

in R'3 0 is a translate of f, and ]{c: p2^'1 < |r/|("-3)/2}| = ]{0:p2\0\n~l <

|f?|(n-3)/3j| = 2a3. Also by (21)

\0] = \c±b(Z)r,]r,]1/2\<2]r,]3/2=a4    in R4

since .92 < b < .96.

Straightforward calculations show that except for p = 3n - 5 the integrals of

I l-Z^IISo are au bounded by Cp-"p where

fl       5       1 2 1    )
a = mm i - + —,- + —-—,- \ .

(n     np  n-l     p(n — l)  n — 2)

When p = 3n - 5 the integrals are bounded by p-3 log p = p~av log p (from regions

R'3 and R'4). The other logarithms that appear are in higher order terms and so

are dominated by Cp-"p. This proves that

(38) (/Snrl/(e)'P^)   " ~ ^^ " Cr~"

since p and r are comparable.

For the integral of |F|P over any of the cones Tj recall that

\a{k)(s) ■ f| > Cj|£|    for |s| < £3 and £ E Y,

and

]<p{k)(s) - pAj\ < (.01)A3    for |s| < £, £ e Tj
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where Aj = a'fc)(0) • £7. Thus the estimation of I(t) in this region is similar and

we obtain a bound for |F|P as in (38) but with a(n) replaced by a(k). Since a is

a decreasing function of n the integrals over Er fl Tj will decrease faster than (38),

a(k) > a(n). Now

(JJFW)1" <Cr~.

An interpolation between p = 2n - 4 and p = 2 with Theorem 1 completes the

proof of Theorem 2.
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